Call for Projects

Closing Date: 20 October 2008

Screen 37 is looking for artists, filmmakers, and multimedia and interaction designers to submit videos or existing and potentially adaptable screen based projects responding to the theme of globalization, global cities and/or sustainability.

The works will be shown on Screen 37, the School of Art and Global Cities Research Institute 61’ plasma screen in building 37 at 244 Swanston Street (located in the ground floor window of building 37, next door to Druids café).

Brief
Theme: Globalization, global cities and/or sustainability. For further information about the themes go to: http://www.global-cities.info/aboutus_researchthemes
Format: DVD
Duration: optional (all works will be on a 24hr loop)
NB: Audio is not available.

Submit projects to:
Dr. Linda Williams
Location: 37.2.27
Email: Linda.williams@rmit.edu.au
Telephone: 03 9925-2369

Supported by
Art & Environmental Sustainability Research Cluster, School of Art
http://www.rmit.edu.au/art/researchclusters

The Global Cities Research Institute

Right or Usage and Copyright
All the copyrights for the submitted works belong to the authors. Screen 37 is entitled to screen the projects. Screen 37 can document and publish images of the works to promote the project, with appropriate acknowledgment of authorship.